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TimelineJS Part Two - Data Creation, Management, and Documentation
One hour

Topic or Theme of
Class

How do we manage the content going into the tool?

Enduring
Understandings

Data creation is part of the scholarly process, and must be
effectively managed to be useful later

Digital platforms are complex tools that require some
finessing to customize the end product

Learning Outcomes 1. Understand basic concepts of data creation,
management, and documentation

2. Able to begin creating data that will form the
foundation of the timeline as shown by finishing one
row of data sheet, and generate a timeline

3. Able to effectively search for solutions in
documentation when faced with a technical issue

Teaching Alternatives
for Universal Learners

Recordings of demonstrations

Instruction Event Steps Time

Introduction Overview of what we’re covering 0-3 min

First Learning Outcome (data management, TimelineJS workflow)

Documentation - more generally about DH projects.
The format of timeline data (dates, links to media,
etc.) will bring a lot of this in for you already.

● Documentation - can be the lowest possible
bar (what are you really likely to do at 10 PM?)

○ Where did you find this? What steps did

3-10 min
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you take to gather?
○ How will edits be logged? (Version

control helps here)
○ What will someone else (or you in a

year) need to know to re-use this data?
● Data Management Plan - recalls preservation

discussion last time.
○ How and where will the data be

preserved? Shared?
○ How will it be maintained? For how

long?
Recalls sustainability conversation in the beginning

Version control

Basic workflow for a TimelineJS project

Second Learning Outcome (creating data for TimelineJS)

Activity / Demo Take a few minutes here to ask where people are on
their topics

All media must be hosted - recall the first workshop.
Everything needs a link.

Walkthrough putting data into the spreadsheet
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZE-6ENw
9VaR0TMj_6_pkDBdcPx76_eoSX58TkYgcVbw/copy
Copy the spreadsheet and call it “demo data” or
something like that so you can find it later

Don't change the column headers, don't remove any
columns, and don't leave any blank rows in your
spreadsheet.
Walkthrough putting in some content:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Halloween_
in_Salem_-_Three_Witches.jpg
Direct link to image (ends in .jpg or image extension)

Each column header has a comment that tells you
more info about that field.

10-30
min

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZE-6ENw9VaR0TMj_6_pkDBdcPx76_eoSX58TkYgcVbw/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZE-6ENw9VaR0TMj_6_pkDBdcPx76_eoSX58TkYgcVbw/copy
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Halloween_in_Salem_-_Three_Witches.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Halloween_in_Salem_-_Three_Witches.jpg
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Spend 5 minutes putting a couple of entries into your
spreadsheet and feel free to ask any questions.

Activity / Demo See the problem re: credit. We’ll see how this
generates in the tool, but there are no hard and fast
rules about where this goes. Personally, I think it
should in the credit field b/c it is a citation/credit.

Generating the timeline from the spreadsheet
https://timeline.knightlab.com/

1. File > Publish to the Web
a. DO NOT “anyone with the link can edit”

2. Od1, leave as Web page
3. CLOSE this dialog box
4. Copy the actual URL at the top of your browser

(CTRL + L) to select
5. Paste in step 3 on

https://timeline.knightlab.com/
6. Go through optional settings
7. Copy the share link or iframe embed

a. This means that if you lose this link, you
have to regenerate the timeline.

b. But, if you make changes to your
spreadsheet, you do not have to
regenerate the timeline.

30-40
min

Third Learning Outcome (questions and troubleshooting)

Discussion What kinds of integrations would make your timeline
stronger?

How will you figure out how to do that? Or if you can
do it?
Showing and interacting with the documentation

40-50
min

Questions 50-end

Closing

https://timeline.knightlab.com/
https://timeline.knightlab.com/
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